Nepal Engineering College
Admission Notice-2015 Session.

Students willing to take admission in Nepal Engineering College in Bachelor of Civil & Rural, Computer, Electrical and electronics, Electronics & Communication Engineering and Bachelor of Architecture are informed to contact in following numbers.

Mobile No. 9851151825              Telephone No. 01-5090744
9841313645
9841344919

Biology group Students, who have studied mathematics in class-XI and Passed +2 examination atleast in Second division, can also apply.

Note: All the concerned students are informed that all admission related activities will be conducted at Nepal Engineering College (nec-BDH), Mahalaxmismatchan, Lalitpur (200 m South of Patan Hopital) from 2072-06-21 (Thursday), instead of nec-CPS, Kumari Club, Balkhu. Any inconvenience in this regard is regretted. Thank you.
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